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The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data InfrastructureCRC Press, 2008
Traditional methods for handling spatial data are encumbered by the assumption of separate origins for horizontal and vertical measurements. Modern measurement systems operate in a 3-D spatial environment. The 3-D Global Spatial Data Model: Foundation of the Spatial Data Infrastructure offers a new model for handling digital...
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Handbook of Software Quality AssuranceArtech House Publishers, 2007
The industry's top guide to software quality -- completely updated!
 Practical techniques for mission-critical and commercial software.  

 Build a great software quality organization.  

 Prepare for ASQ Software Quality Engineer Certification.  

 Software quality assurance has never been more challenging -- nor more...
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Applied SOA: Service-Oriented Architecture and Design StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
You need more than theory to make SOA work.
    You need this practical guide.    

    The challenge today's IT professionals face is not how to build a service. It's how to build a quality service, based on solid design principles and integrated into an architecture that enhances overall business...
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Professional Cooking, Trade VersionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
—From the Foreword by André Cointreau President and CEO, Le Cordon Bleu
If you're serious about cooking, you'll want to join the hundreds of thousands of chefs who have used Wayne Gisslen's Professional Cooking to learn the basics of their craft. With more information and step-by-step photographs than ever before, the Sixth Edition...
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Building Cocoa Applications : A Step by Step GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Building Cocoa Applications is an ideal book for serious developers who want to write programs for the Mac OS X using Cocoa.  It's a no-nonsense, hands-on text that's filled with examples -- not only simple and self-contained examples of individual Cocoa features, but extended examples of complete applications with enough sophistication...
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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Computer Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008
Computer security is a technical and social problem. It is just as much about social relationships as it is about computers as tools. Internet security professionals are as concerned with how people use information as they are with how machines manipulate and process that information. This book is a case study of how the knowledge systems...
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Programming Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009Packt Publishing, 2009
Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a well established Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) application, part of the Microsoft Dynamics family. Dynamics NAV is installed worldwide, with well over one million users. Version 2009 contains many major new features and structures, requiring even experienced Dynamics NAV developers to refresh their NAV development...
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The People CMM: A Framework for Human Capital Management (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009

	Organizations are now competing in two markets, one for their products and services and one for the talent required to produce or perform them. Success in the former is determined by success in the latter. The ability to compete is directly related to the ability to attract, develop, motivate, organize, and retain the...
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Blender 2.5 Lighting and RenderingPackt Publishing, 2010

	Each chapter develops a different aspect of a Blender technique. The book is essentially a step-by-step tutorial, which builds up your knowledge throughout. It has practical examples such as lighting a tricycle in open space, lighting a wine bottle on a table, and lighting a room that has a lamp as well as sunlight coming in through the...
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Writing for Digital MediaRoutledge, 2010


	In the digital age, we are all consumers and producers, readers and publishers

	alike. The Internet has made it possible for anyone to publish his or her writing

	online almost instantaneously for all the world to read.





	The evolution of digital media has introduced both unprecedented challenges

	and opportunities for...
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Breakthrough Business Negotiation: A Toolbox for ManagersJossey-Bass, 2002

	Although there are many how-to books on negotiating, they provide little useful guidance on how to conduct complex realworld negotiations. Advice on conducting two-party negotiations about a modest number of issues isn’t hard to come by, but few negotiations are that simple. While dealing with the other side, negotiators typically also...
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Content and Workflow Management for Library Websites: Case StudiesInformation Science Publishing, 2004

	Using database-driven web pages or web content management (WCM) systems to manage increasingly diverse web content and to streamline workflows is a commonly practiced solution recognized in libraries to-day. However, limited library web content management models and funding constraints prevent many libraries from purchasing commercially...
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